ACCESSORIES
Flag-Apple Pin

Gold plated and enamel
patriotic apple pin with
locking clasp. Measures
11⁄4". Made in USA.
Boxed.
AU24246 ..........$6.95

Flag Pin

The USA and
Christian Flags rest on
the saying “One Nation
Under God”. 22K gold
plated lapel pin
measures approx. 3/4"W.
AU50109 ..............$2.25

“I Care” Pin

Yellow ribbons add to
the meaning of this 22K
gold plated lapel pin.
Measures 1/2".
AU50108 ............$3.50

Special Teacher Pin

This gold plated pewter
pin says it all. 3/4"W.
Gift boxed.
AU26130 ................$3.50

Gold Plated Pins

These accent pins say “what it is all about”!
Read it, write it, add it, plus a spelling bee.
Each pin is enameled and gold plated. Pins
measure 3/4" x 1/2", spelling bee measures 5/8".
Gift boxed.
AU10713 Read It ....................................$2.95
AU10715 Write It ....................................$2.95
AU10717 Add It........................................$2.95
AU10719 Spelling Bee ..............................$3.95

Light Bulb Pin

For that “bright ideas”
person...a unique pin made
of copper, nickel and brass.
Measures 17/8" x 33/8".
Gift boxed.
AU08805 ................$11.95

Necklace Sets

A collection of beautiful molded metal necklace sets handcrafted
and finished in antique gold or silver (as shown). Pierced earrings
are included in the school design and Noah’s Ark sets. Clip earrings
are in the music motif and nurse sets. Gift boxed.
AU24211 Music Motif, hangs 61/2"L .................................... $15.95
AU24212 Nurse, Hangs 61/4"L ............................................$15.95
AU24213 Noah’s Ark, Hangs 7"L..........................................$15.95

Pins/Earrings

Apple Ring

A most unusal piece of
jewelry for the apple lover.
Genuine ruby red Austrian
crystals set in a gold plated
apple and leaf. A comfortable piece of jewelry with
adjustable sizing. Apple
measures 5⁄8" x 3⁄4". Gift
boxed.
AU10746 ................$11.95

This selection of pins was designed for that special secretary, nurse and teacher. The #1 secretary
pin is gold plated and measures 21/2"W. The nurse
pin has an antique finish featuring 5 symbols of
the nursing profession. Measures 2"W x 21/4"L.
For that special teacher, a hand painted red apple
rests on a gold plated book. Measures 13/4"W.
Pierced earrings were designed to match the
“Best Teacher” pin. Measures 1"L. Gift boxed.
AU10708 #1 secretary Pin ........................$7.95
AU10709 Nurse Pin ................................ $8.95
AU10710 Best Teacher Pin ......................$5.95
AU10711 Apple Earrings (Pierced) ..........$4.95

Shovel
Pin/Tie Tac

Gold plated ground
breaking shovel
pin/tie tac; measures
1". Boxed.
AU77128........$2.50

School Bus Tie Bar

A very detailed, gold plated,
school bus tie bar with
durable spring clasp.
Measures 11⁄2"W. Gift boxed.
AU31424 ..................$7.95
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